
垦               春          泥 

Ken             Chun     Ni 

[kǝn             ʧu(ə)n   ni ] 

Cultivating Spring   Soil  

Cultivating Spring Soil 

 

 

 

咳   呀  咳   哟！咳   呀  嗬，咳   哟！ 

Hei  ya  hei  yo!  Hei  ya  ho,   hei  yo! 

[hei ja   hei   jɔ    hei   ja   hɔ    hei  jɔ] 

Hey ah  hey oh!  Hey ah  ho,   hey  oh! 

Hey ah  hey oh!  Hey ah  ho,   hey  oh! 

 

 

日      出    东      来          又             到          西      哟， 

Ri      chu  dong  lai          you           dao         xi       yo, 

[rɿ      ʧu    dɔŋ    lai           jɔu           dau         ɕi       jɔ] 

Sunrise     east    to come  and again  to fall to west  oh, 

The sun rises from the east and sets in the west, 

 

 

军                 民          合   作           垦               春        泥   哟， 

jun                min        he   zuo         ken             chun     ni    yo, 

[dɕyn            mIn        hɣ   dzuɔ       kǝn              ʧu(ə)n  ni    jɔ] 

soldiers and civilians to cooperate  to cultivate spring   soil  oh, 

soldiers and civilians work together to cultivate the spring soil, 

 

 

种           出   桃       花        红      满     地         呀， 

zhong     chu  tao      hua      hong  man  di          ya, 

[ʤɔŋ       ʧu   tau      hua      hɔŋ     man  di          ja]      

to plant   out  peach  flower red     filled ground ah, 

planting peaches to make red-covered earth, 

 

 

种           出   棉       花        白       满      畦        哟， 

zhong     chu  mian   hua      bai     man   qi         yo, 

[ʤɔŋ       ʧu   miɛn    hua     bai     man    tɕi        jɔ]      

to plant   out  cotton flower  white filled  field     oh, 

planting cotton to make white-covered fields, 

 

  

种           出   杨     柳       好      遮            荫      哪， 

zhong     chu  yang liu      hao     zhe          yin     na, 

[ʤɔŋ       ʧu   jaŋ    liou     hau    ʤɣ           jin      na] 

to plant   out  willow tree  so as  to shade cover ah, 

planting willows  to make a cover for shade, 

 

 

 

 



 

种           出    谷 子   好      防             饥。 

zhong     chu   gu zi    hao    fang          ji. 

[ʤɔŋ       ʧu    gu dzɿ  hau    faŋ            dɕi] 

to plant   out   grain    so as  to prevent hunger. 

planting grain to protect us from hunger. 

 

 

种           出    自   由       无  价     宝          呀， 

Zhong     chu  zi    you     wu jia     bao        ya, 

[ʤɔŋ       ʧu    dzɿ  jɔu      wu dɕia   bau        ja]   

To plant  out   freedom    priceless treasure  ah, 

Planting seeds of freedom as our priceless treasure, 

 

 

不   分           高     来              不   分           低   哟， 

bu   fen          gao   lai              bu   fen          di    yo, 

[bu  fǝn          gau   lai              bu   fǝn          di    jɔ] 

not  to regard high  to come     not  to regard low oh, 

without distinguishing between high and low, 

 

 

不   愁                       食    来              不   愁                     衣， 

bu   chou                   shi    lai              bu  chou                  yi, 

[bu  ʧɔu                     ʃʅ     lai              bu   ʧɔu                    ji] 

not  to worry about   food  to come     not to worry about clothing, 

without worrying about food and clothing, 

 

 

哪  怕                      敌  人   波  浪    涌           呀， 

na   pa                      di  ren  bo   lang yong      ya, 

[na  pa                     di  rǝn   bɔ   laŋ   jɔŋ         ja] 

not  to be afraid of  enemy   wave      to surge ah, 

without fear of the surging waves of enemies,  

 

 

我   们     结         成       一  道          铁     长      堤， 

wo  men  jie        cheng   yi   dao        tie    chang  di, 

[wɔ mən  dɕiɛ      ʧǝŋ       ji    dau        tie    ʧaŋ     di] 

we           to form into      a    path of   iron  long   embankment, 

we form an everlasting embankment of iron, 

 

 

欢       欢      喜  喜   不     分  离 。  咳   呀  哈    咳！ 

huan   huan   xi   xi   bu     fen  li.      Hei  ya  ha!  Hei! 
[huan  huan   ɕi   ɕi   bu      fǝn  li       hei  ja    ha    hei] 

happy            joyful  not to separate.  Hey ah  ha!   Hey! 

jubilant in our inseparability. Hey ah ha! Hey! 

 

 
 

 



 
Note: 

 
- For ‘chun’, form [w] with the lips before articulating the ‘ch’ initial consonant, sustain the [u] and slip 

in [ə] just before [n] 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a glide element even as each vowel 

is sounded 

o ‘mian’, ‘liu’, ‘jia’, ‘jie’, and ‘tie’ are simultaneously [miɛn/mjɛn], [liou/ljou], [dɕia/ dɕja], 

[dɕiɛ/dɕjɛ], and [tiɛ/tjɛ] 

o ‘zuo’, ‘hua’, and ‘huan’ are simultaneously [dzuɔ/ dzwɔ], [hua/hwa], and [huan/hwan]       

- The ‘i’ in ‘in’ finals for should be between [i] and [I], as in [i/In]  

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 

o ‘j’ and ‘zh’  

o ‘q’ and ‘ch’ 

o ‘x’ and ‘sh’ 

- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel of ‘he’ and ‘zhe’, which requires simultaneously having the 

mouth open with slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft palate 

- Remember that the [ɿ] and [ʅ] symbols used for ‘ri’ [rɿ] and ‘zi’ [dzɿ] and ‘shi’ [ʃʅ] were created to 

represent specific Mandarin ‘i’ sounds and are not officially recognized as IPA – refer to the Mandarin 

Pronunciation Guide for details 

- The ‘o’ of ‘bo’ has a slight [w] glide formed as in [b(w)ɔ] 

 


